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Beloved Lord Krishna
he Great Light of God is within you. e Fire of God is the fullness of
the expression of that which you, blessed Sons and Daughters of God,
are to become. e Heart — the manifestation of all that is and all that
ever will be — continues on, never diminishing, ever expanding, ready to
respond to the Light and Fire sent forth consciously, directly, from a Heart
that knows the fullness of every outward expression destined to be created
by God.
Perhaps you think I speak in riddles, but I do not. For what has begun
in the Heart of God always exists within the Heart of God and remains a
constant, never really leaving, never really going out. It is only that which
you have vainly imagined, that which you have thought into existence outside of yourself that creates the false sense of separation from the Heart of
God that requires the desire to return.
roughout the days that are numbered while in the body of the physical octave of Earth, you take one step at a time, trying first here and then
there, to discover what it is you are to accomplish. You sense within the core
of your being an igniting that motivates you to move, to express, though
not always aware of what exactly to call forth.
You have determined that this fiery element of your being must be the
same for all life, and you take it for granted. As you become experienced in
the understanding of your life, you begin to weigh: “What is it that truly
lights within my Heart — sending me forth on a mission that allows for
the determination to continue moving when I would rather sit; speaking
when I would rather be silent; listening when I would rather run?”
You have heard throughout this cycle of instruction how the Heart,
when educated in the ways of the expression of the fullness of your God
Presence, is able to expand, to flourish, to produce the sense of Wholeness
and well being. However, because there are so many outer conditions that
you have entertained, that you have allowed to take precedence over your
life, you have not always heard the voice of the Heart.
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e Heart has always been. e Heart will always be. But when the
mind, the emotions, the unrest in the bodies determine to separate out from
the glorious resonance of the Heart, it takes a more than ordinary adjustment by the Heart to awaken the outer mind, the outer feeling world to
that which is the Purity of the Heart.
is is where I, Krishna, enter with the Fires of my Heart, teaching you
how to resurrect all latent energy within your being to rise into the vibration
of the Heart, to allow for the Heart to rule, to accelerate your vibration into
the Great Silence by your meditation upon the glorious Heart of God.
How can you have the Heart fastened to this great and glorious Current
of the Resurrection, so that it might expand and contract and then expand
further, always returning to a higher vibration than heretofore expressed?
With each expansion of the Flame, with the impulse of the Resurrection
Fires, you have the expansion of the reefold Flame. e Resurrection Fire
not only will expand the other Flames of God within you, but also, likewise, will accelerate every cell of your being to spin with such acceleration
as to bring about transmutation. When this occurs, you suddenly begin to
express more of the Heart. And with the increased expression of the Heart,
there is more acceleration by Resurrection’s Flame. And with more acceleration of Resurrection’s Flame, you have more expansion of the Heart. is,
Beloved, is the path to your Ascension.
e art of the expansion of the reefold Flame is well known within
our Sun system and as such is practiced by the smallest child even from
birth on Earth. Because of the great momentum established through eons
of time, the lifestream knows well how to place the attention of his or her
mind into the focal point of the energy centers of the Crown, thereby creating a magnetic pull on the Flames of the Heart to accelerate, to expand,
to allow for the natural unfolding of the Resurrection Current through the
four lower bodies.
You are just beginning to express many of these glorious Flames of God
within your bodies. As you become accustomed to the pressure of the Light
attendant with the Flame, the heat or coolness will oft times come, as there
is an acceleration and deceleration creating a spiraling effect required for
them to work. en you, Beloved, will become more comfortable in the
Flame. You will be able to sit in the quiet, in the stillness, and allow these
Flames to do their Perfect Work, following your invocation.
You will learn that before you have hardly uttered the call to your God
Presence or to the great and glorious Beings of the Flame to release into your
life the assistance you require — that at the very moment you understand
there is a need, or requirement, or you have a desire — the current is already
flowing into your life. For you will have developed within you the trust in
these glorious Flames, and how they will do their Perfect Work.
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You will have the Faith established that, because you are of the Christic
evolution, because you have a reefold Flame that is the scepter of the Christ,
you may invoke these glorious Flames to your bidding for the acceleration
of your lifestream, and for all Life throughout the Earth. is Faith will
establish a momentum, and this momentum will keep you on the accelerated path toward your Ascension.
Guard well you do not hesitate upon your journey. Sustaining a steadfast
acceleration, with determination toward the goal, will allow you, Beloved,
the greatest acceleration of the Fires of God, so that the Light moving
through your vehicles will buoy you up into the Transfiguration and then the
Ascension — because you have become adept at Resurrection’s Flame.
I have come to expand more of Resurrection’s Flame in the Earth so
that, throughout this next cycle, before you come together again under the
canopy of Light that is to be released for the Earth at the next Quarterly
Conclave, you will have developed a momentum of your own, and, collectively, this Glorious Resurrection Flame will accelerate the Earth. As a
result of your attention to the Flame your vehicles will be better prepared
to receive the great release that is to come at the Easter Class.
I have chosen this time to come to you because there is a great Cosmic
Light to be released during the Easter Resurrection. You are to carry the
Torch high. For it to blaze, the Heart must be prepared, the Chalice honed
and refined by the Refiner’s Fire, the consciousness purified. e Breaths
of God, as the Pranas of Life that move in and around you, will respond to
your attention upon this Resurrection Flame, and you will be most amazed
at the change, not only in your demeanor, but also in the very features of
your countenance.
e Light of God is miraculous indeed. Embrace it as you prepare for
the next cycle to be released. Each day is a new day and a new cycle to
accelerate you into the Ascension.
It is my Great Joy to be in the Earth at this time. For this star, the Earth,
is to shine brightly and become a great sister star to our own.
My Beloved, Sophia, and I wish each one a glorious journey — and we
are always close at hand to assist, for this is the World cycle of the Manu
Yuga the appointed time for our assistance to the Earth.
As you receive the Blessed Lord of the World, won’t you acknowledge within
your Heart the glorious God Presence of every lifestream upon the planet
as they, likewise, receive at inner levels the blessings of the Buddha.

Krishna
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Beloved Lord Gautama
Releases theThoughtform for the Year 2003
lessed children of the Light, I, Gautama, send to you, each one, the Joy
of my Heart, that it may be expressed through your countenance to
bless all of Life. For the Joy of Being is carried within the responsibilities
of your chosen endeavors as the expression of God moving throughout the
land. So let your choosing be within the vibration of holiness. Let each task
be one that allows you the expression of your own Christhood. Let the song
that you sing be carried upon the winds, as the gentle breezes blow, to bless
those less fortunate, that they may understand the meaning of Life.
Let your hands reach out with the Grace and Blessing of the Buddhic
Consciousness to help and assist all in need. Let your feet carry you to the
points of the Earth where you are to anchor the Light of your Christhood,
marking the very pathway for others to follow. Let your Heart, in the expression of Compassion and Sacrifice, give unconditionally, so that all of Life
might receive the blessings of your God Presence, expanding the Allness of
God through all of your affairs.
Let the Light of God be present in your life and bless all of Life, for you,
Beloved, are a child of God. You are born of magnificence and glory. You
wear royal robes, and yet you have the humility of the little child, wanting
for nothing and desiring to give all. You, Beloved, have much to create while
in the Earth. Placing your attention upon the very smallest of flower can
bring forth the most glorious fragrance when your Heart is Pure. Allow the
focus of your attention to always bring forth the Purity of God.
As you approach a new cycle, will you not consider how you might bring
about the expansion of Light in your life, how you might change and resurrect those aspects of your life that have so burdened and consumed you
for eons of time? Is now not the time to allow for the Light that is within
you to move, to expand, to bring about that new and glorious Christ who
is to be born within you?

B

Thoughtform of the Year
I have received within my Heart the oughtform of the Year 2003
from the Great Silent Watcher. is oughtform, as it is placed in my
Consciousness, will be multiplied throughout the land — even within those
who know not of my coming and who have never heard of the oughtform
of the Year. ey will know. For within the innermost recesses of their
mind will be placed this pure and holy protected oughtform. It will work
through their life throughout this year to bring about the desired expansion
of the Light, in accordance with the Great Cosmic Councils.
is oughtform I now share with you is truly one you can hold fast
throughout your incarnation carrying you into the Ascension. Within the
center of the form is a glorious fountain. It is the replica of the reefold
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Flame — moving, expanding, accelerating, swirling — constantly evermoving to bring about the glorious Light of God.
Round about are the droplets of Light. At each point of these droplets,
a star is formed by the creative expression emanating from your Heart as a
glorious Victory. Round about the base of this glorious fountain of Light
are attending angels. ey are keeping watch to protect it, safeguarding the
Freedom of expression to flow forth and do its perfect Work.
ese angels are not fierce — oh, no. ey have the Heart of Chamuel
and Charity to guide them. For they are of the ird Ray, carrying within
them the Ruby Action of the most glorious, sublime, but most intense
Action of God’s Love. ey are protecting the Flame, allowing it to move
and expand in accordance with the Action to be performed by the Christ.
Shining forth, in through and around the glorious emanation and auric
vibration of this fountain of Light is the radiance of the Golden Pink Glow
Ray, fashioned from the action of Wisdom and Love reigning supreme.
Beyond this Glow Ray of pink and gold is the circular, protecting shield of
the Blue Flame of the fount, going out to seal it, inviolate from all penetration. Not only is there the intense Love of God protecting from within at
the base, but also the Blue Flame of the Power of God is creating the allenveloping shield.
is glorious oughtform, Beloved, is then fueled from the very bottom of the reefold Flame with Resurrection’s Flame and with the Purity
Ray of the Mother Light, both intertwined, expanding the reefold Flame
to bring it into greater and greater acceleration.
Allow this oughtform to be a sustained focus of your attention — not
merely for this year, but for all years to come. en you will have revealed
to you the meaning of the Fires of the Heart igniting into the Ascension
Current.
I impress upon your lips the Love of the Peace of my Heart, again upon
your ird Eye, and now upon your Crown. I send forth the acceleration
from my Heart to your Heart to touch the Flame of God with the great
and glorious magnet of your reefold Flame, which I hold so very dear
for each lifestream on the Earth.
Be sealed in the Allness of God. Allow the great AUM of the
resonance of the Vibration of God to be the tone that you accept within
the stillness and the silence of your Heart.
AUM — AUM — AUM

Gautama
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The eternal Springtime
of the
Immortal christ light!
The Miracle and Promise
of
Resurrection Flame!

Easter Conclave

April 16 - 20, 2003



Sheraton Tucson

 Master the Alchemy of Resurrection’s Flame.
 Learn to visualize and invoke its magical,healing properties.
 Meet the Masters who focus and direct Earth’s Resurrection Currents.
 Train in the manifold uses of this Flame to restore personal wellbeing.
 Raise the Mother Light & forge your pathway to the Ascension!

Resurrect your Life!
Resurrect your Hopes & Dreams!
Resurrect your Health & Happiness!
Raise the Torch as we begin the

Holy Spring of Resurrection Jubilee!

Beloved Jesus, Lord Maitreya and Archangel Gabriel invite you to join
them for five days in the Fiery Furnace of Resurrection’s Flame!



Acropolis Sophia

Early Sagas of the Manu Yuga

Theater of Operation & Opening Campaigns

Being the Story of the Restoration of the Divine Inheritance of the rases of the
Incarnate Sons and Daughters of God by the White Ray, Blue Ray, Ruby Ray &
First Person Champions, Defenders, & Advocates of the Divine Image.
Part III

Victory over Mortality
April 21 - 27, 2003

Coeur de Lión

For more information please call (520) 751-2039
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